Many more recent commentators have followed suit. Of course, they have expanded the area which honour and reputation occupied in early modern England and have thus questioned James's rather neat transition from one honour culture to another, and in its stead have perceived multi-vocality. But in so far as duelling and its ideology are concerned, they have merely confirmed James's earlier analysis. It is the clear-cut transition from one honour culture to another which is called in doubt, not the definitions of these cultures. Duelling in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century is still taken as a clear sign of the vitality of an earlier honour culture which allegedly demonstrates multi-vocality. Little wonder then that duelling is habitually described as a 'neo-feudal' custom. 4 When the Earl of Essex was 'fighting duels' he not only 'proselytized his belief in the nobility's right to use violence in the defence of honour'; he also expressed 'the neo-feudal dimension' of his self-fashioned image.
5 And Lord Eure's fashionable education, his employment by the government and his European tour have been juxtaposed (rather than linked) with his propensity to duelling, which 51 ostensibly was part of his 'general sympathy for the old faith, and an acceptance of the violent elements of the honour code'.
6 Anna Bryson notes in her study on the early modern notion of civility that the duelling theory was a recent import from Italy, but sees the wider ideology in which it was embedded as 'left over' from the late medieval political world.
7
John Adamson has set duelling as part of 'an inherited value-system' over against new 'courtly politesse' and 'decorum'. 8 Despite this scholarly consensus, I argue in this essay that the ideology of duelling (and thus a distinct notion of honour) emerged in Elizabethan England as part of the novel Renaissance Italian theory of courtesy and civility. Far from being a remnant from medieval honour culture which a new humanist culture of civility replaced, the duel of honour came to England alongside the Italian Renaissance notion of the courtier and gentleman.
Of course, the duel of honour ultimately derived from various medieval forms of single combat -most importantly from the judicial duel. Yet, medieval precedents notwithstanding, the duel of honour was essentially a Renaissance creation. As many recent scholars of the Italian Renaissance have emphasized, during the first half of the sixteenth century the medieval forms of single combats were refashioned in Italy into a duel of honour which replaced the vendetta.
9 From the very beginning the duel of honour was an integral part of the new Renaissance ideology of courtesy and civility. It was created within a new court culture, where a prime emphasis was placed on sophisticated manners and where courtiers and gentlemen were compelled to control and repress their emotions.
Perhaps the earliest English commentary on this novel theory of courtesy and duelling is to be found from The Historie of Italie, published in 1549 and written by William Thomas, a scholar who had just returned from his five years stay in Italy. Dedicating the volume to the Earl of Warwick, Thomas noted that 'the Italian nacion … semeth to flourishe in civilitee moste of all other at this date'. Later in his work Thomas described the Italian customs in the following manner:
And generally (a few citees excepted) in maners and condicions they are no lesse agreable than in theyr speeche: so honourable, so courteise, so prudente, and so grave withall, that it shoulde seeme eche one of theim to have had a princely bringing up. To his superiour obedient, to his equall humble, and to his inferiour gentill and courteise, amiable to a straunger, and desyrous with courtesie to winne his loue.
10
There were two momentous consequences of this courtesy. First, 'a straunger can not be better entreteigned, nor more honourablie entreated than amongest the Italians'. Secondly, the Italians were 'sobre of speeche', but also 'enemies of ill reporte, and so tendre over their owne good name
